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Abstract
The labor factor, respectively the human beings considered as an economic resource, has a
double dimension: quantitative and qualitative. The quantitative dimension is given by the
staff number and the working time, the analysis of its use offering the image of human
resource’s  extensive  use.  The  qualitative  dimension  is  given  by  the  work  productivity,
which  represents  the  intensive  use  of  human  resource,  which  means  to  appreciate  the
efficiency in which human resource is used.
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Introduction
The use of human resources is considered from two points of view:
· extensive  use,  which  represents  the  subject  of  this  article,  implies  the
analysis of the way/degree in which the company’s potential is used in
what human resources are concerned, expressed by the staff number or the
working time.
· intensive use which means to appreciate the efficiency in which human
resources are used.
Analysis of staff number use
In order to analyse the use of staff number the coefficient of use of staff
average number (Ku) is used, indicator which is established for a management
period by dividing the effective average staff number to the written average staff
number:
- for a management period:
s N
ef N
Ku =
- for a certain moment:
Ns
Nef
Ku =
This coefficient shows us the extent in which company’s available human
resources were effectively used in the operating and selling process.
On the basis of Ku the need of staff can be decided. It lies at the basis of
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Analysis of working time use
This analysis will offer more extensive information than the analysis of
staff number use. Both of them must identify the company’s reserves of human
resources and use the ways in which these reserves can be implied in the process of
production.
By analysing the use of working time are emphasised the working time
reserves within the working day, not only the reserves in whole days which result
from the analysis of staff number use.
For the working time there are two measuring units ( Lala Popa, Miculeac,
2009):
· human beings-days – represent the number of days in which the company’s
staff is present at work or has contractual relations with the company;
· human beings-hours - shows the number of hours of presence at work or of
contractual working relations between the staff and the company.
The stock of human resources the company has is established starting from
the calendar time fund (Tc):
NpxNzc Tc =
where:
Np – staff number ;
Nzc – number of calendar days
The maximum available time that can be alloted to a company is noted
with Td, and compared to Td there are a series of unused times 1 t ,…, n t .
The difference between Td and the unused times gives the effective alloted
time Tef.
ef T = Td - å
=
n
i
n t
1
;
but
Td = Tc- ( l z + l s + o c )
where:
o c - annual leaves
l s - legal holidays
l z - free days
With  the  help  of  these  time  categories  different  indicators  are  built,
indicators which will be used in the analyse of effective working time use.Studia Universitatis “Vasile Goldiş” Arad                                 Economics Series  Vol 22 Issue 3/2012
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1) Degree of available time use
It is established as the ratio between the time effectively worked expressed
in human being-hours and the maximum time available expressed in human being-
hours.
] . [
] . [
hours being human Td
hours being human Tef
GUTD
-
-
=
· If UTD G   <  1  that  is ef T < d T ,  the  fact  that  the  working  time  is  not
completely  used  influences  the  production  size  and  from  there  all  the
economic indicators which are based on the production size (Citeau, 1997
).
· If UTD G  = 1 that is ef T = d T , is a situation almost impossible.
· If UTD G  > 1 that is ef T > d T , means the deviation from the normal working
schedule, that is the use of additional hours. Such a situation is equivalent
to assuring a quantity of working resources additional to the written ones,
but  implies  an  increase  of  the  contre-valeur  of  working  use  more  than
proportional to the production increase, because additional working hours
have higher paying levels compared to normal working hours.
2) Average duration of a working day
It is established as the ratio between the time effectively worked expressed
in human being – hours and the time effectively worked expressed in human being
– days or as a ratio between the total number of hours and total number of days
(Miculeac, 2007).
dz =
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Nz
Nh
The legal normal duration of a working day (dz) is of eight hours, but the
effective average duration (dz ) can be longer or shorter than the legal one.
· if dz  < dz – it means the there are registered losses of working time which
can be losses in whole days as well as losses within the working day;
· if dz  > dz – it means that additional hours were used, hours with a higher
paying level compared to the the payment of normal working hour.
3) Average working time on employee
It can be expressed in the average number of hours (nh) and in average
number of days (nz ) as it follows :
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=
where: Ns - number of employees ;
 Nh – total number of hours
· in days:
nz
s N
days being human ef T ) . ( -
= or nz
Ns
Nz
=
where:
Nz – total number of days.
By comparing the number of hours effectively worked by an employee to
the one scheduled to be worked on average by an employee are emphasized the
deviations from the normal working schedule, in whole days as well as within the
working day.
4) Average unused time on an employee
It  can  be  expressed  in  average  number  of  unused  hours  ( n nh )  and  in
average number of unused days ( n nz ) as it follows :
· in hours:
n nh
s N
hours being human ef T d T ) . ( - -
=
· in days:
n nz
s N
hours being human ef T d T ) . ( - -
=
Consequences of not using the working time
Registering an effective working time inferior to the scheduled level to be
used produces a series of effects on some economic indicators:
1. on production value:
0 0 1 ) ( ) ( xWh T T Q T - = D
where:
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2. on turnover
0
0
0 0 1 ) ( ) (
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x xWh T T CA T - = D
where:
0
0
Q
CA
- degree of production capitalization within the main period
3. on added value
0
0
0
0 0 1 ) ( ) ( xVa
Q
CA
x xWh T T VA T - = D
where: 0 Va - average value added to 1 leu turnover in the main period
4. on the efficiency of fixed assets use (Mf)
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where: ) ( 1000 / T Q D - change of production at 1000 lei invested in fixed assets
5. on the rotation speed of circulating assest (by number of rotations)
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6. on gross profit
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7. on capitals rentability
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9. on wages fund
___
0 0 1 ) ( ) ( Sh T T FS T ´ - = D
where:
___
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The causes that lead to an incomplete use of working time are grouped in
three categories:
a) objective causes that means those that can be attributed nor to company
neither to staff:
- medical leaves;
- maternity leaves;
- causes of force majeure.
b) organisational causes, which can be attributed to the company (Peretti,
1998):
- defficiencies in organising the operating system;
- defficiencies or lack to acquire raw materials, materials, energy;
- registering a different rhythm in different operations that connect in the
technological process;
- technological breakdowns caused by not doing or doing in a wrong way
the revisions and repairs to machines, equipments and installations.
c) causes that can be attributed to the staff - most of them are due to staff’s
attitude towards work in general (Berstein, Wild, Subramanyam, 2001):
- unjustifiable  absences,  late  comings  to  work,  losses  of  time  within  the
working day, extended lunch breaks;
- lack of correlation between the staff qualification and the level of work it
has to perform. The staff with a lower qualification may need more time to
perform the job.
Conclusions
In order to use the available working time to the fullest, the company may:
· organise  and  plan  the  production  in  such  a  way  as  to  eliminate  the
ineffective times between the different operations;
· assure a rhythmicity to the provision of raw materials, materials correlated
to the production rhythm;
· establish and realise some revision and repair programs according to the
specifications of used equipments and installations;
· realise at the company’s level a stimulating and coercive system which
imposes to employees an attitude of maximum efficiency towards work.
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